Six Tips for
Great Customer
Service

Delivering excellent customer service is essential
to your organization’s survival. In fact, it’s estimated
that nearly 70% of lost customers don’t return
because of poor service. This eBook outlines skills
everyone in your organization needs to keep your
customers coming back — again and again.
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TIP #1

Reenergize
Your Staff
To have a culture of service excellence requires that everyone
within your organization be on board. Start with your
organization’s vision and then get everyone thinking about
how they contribute to it. Ask each individual service provider:

What can you do everyday
to bring our organization’s
vision to life?
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T IP # 1 : R EEN ER G IZE YOU R STA FF

Put It Into Action

It Works

Cultivate an attitude of service by encouraging each individual to:

When a state-funded government program was faced with a
multitude of customer service-related complaints, developing
skills around employee attitude, including thoughtful body
language and words, helped create a measurable change
in just three months.

• TAKE OWNERSHIP
You’re part of making this organization. Speak well of it.
• BE RESPONSIVE
Quick replies demonstrate a service attitude.
• CHANGE PRIORITIES
When priorities shift, shift with them.

READ THE CASE STUDY

• IMPROVE SERVICE
Look for opportunities to improve service.
• GIVE FEEDBACK
Proper responses demonstrate a service excellence attitude.
• TALK ABOUT IT
Share stories of good and bad service, then learn from each.
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TIP #2

Address
Customer
Needs
Addressing customer needs starts with understanding exactly
what they are. To build skills that lead to that understanding,
encourage your service providers to ask probing questions
and then to listen deeply to the answers. Pay attention to both
what is said and how it’s said. Look for new ways to respond
to customer needs. Ask:

How can I do this better?
Differently?
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T IP # 2 : AD D R ES S CU STOM E R N E E DS

Put It Into Action

It Works

To get to the heart of an issue, ask and then listen — to each
other and to your customers. After identifying customer needs,
determine who you need excellent service from within the
organization to provide excellent service to external customers.
Ask probing questions that start with:

When a large call center in the pharmaceutical industry
wanted to improve customer service for patients using
the call center services, improving communication between
employees and supervisors was one crucial step in increasing
caller satisfaction scores.

• WHY?
• WHO?

READ THE CASE STUDY

• WHAT?
• HOW?
• WHEN?
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TIP #3

Focus on
Communication
When it comes to customer service, it’s important to pay
attention to both the words we choose and the way we deliver
them. When the answer to a customer need is not a “yes,” there’s
a strategic way to say “no.” Empathy in service excellence is key
— and facial expressions are key in conveying empathy.

Practice empathy.
Always.
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T IP # 3 : F O C US ON COM M U N ICAT ION

Put It Into Action

It Works

What we say isn’t nearly as important as how we say it.
Take your team members through the following activities.
Ask them to pay close attention to eye contact, facial
expressions and body language.

When an Information Technology (IT) department in a global
pharmaceutical company was looking to improve internal
and external customer service, focusing on thoughtful body
language and words helped lead to positive increases in all
areas of service expectations.

ACTIVITY #1
Greet the other person warmly.
Smile and make eye contact. Use open
body language. Ask how their day is
going. Discuss how that communication
felt. Talk about how smiling changed
the interaction.

READ THE CASE STUDY

ACTIVITY #2
Greet the other person with a negative
or indifferent tone. Avoid eye contact
and smiling. Use closed body language.
Ask how their day is going. Discuss
how that communication felt.
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TIP #4

Cultivate
Contact Points
Every single interaction with
customers is an opportunity
to delight or disappoint.
Customer contact points may take place face-to-face in the
hallway or in work areas, or via telephone, fax, mail or email.
Identifying customer contact points and developing strategies
to deliver excellent service at each one is crucial to improving
customer perceptions of your organization.
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T IP # 4 : C ULT I VAT E CON TA CT POIN T S

Put It Into Action

It Works

Contact points are also called “moments of truth” because
each interaction is a moment in which the “truth” about
your organization is formed in the minds of your customers.
Have team members create diagrams that identify the
customer contact points they manage each day, such as:

When a 300-bed community hospital wanted to improve
customer service and their image within the community,
building skills around service contact points helped
dramatically reduce patient complaints and increase
the quality of the hospital’s reputation.

• GREETING CUSTOMERS
• ASKING FOR INFORMATION

READ THE CASE STUDY

• PROVIDING SERVICE
• GIVING INFORMATION BACK TO CUSTOMERS
• CUSTOMERS PAYING FOR SERVICE
What can go wrong that might cause them to disappoint a
customer? What can they do to assure the customer is delighted
at each contact point? Are there any organizational rules,
procedures, etc., that might prohibit them from delighting
their customers at every opportunity?
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TIP #5

Resolve
Conflict
Customers are going to get angry. It’s inevitable.
That’s why it’s imperative your staff has the skills
to professionally handle difficult situations —
without taking customers’ anger personally.

Handle difficult
situations professionally
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T IP # 5 : R ES O LV E CON FL ICT

Put It Into Action

It Works

Ask your team members to give reasons why customers might
be labeled difficult. Maybe it’s because they’re having a bad day
— or they had to wait too long to receive service. Maybe they’re
just unhappy people. Once they’ve identified why customers
become angry, have them learn and practice the seven steps
to conflict resolution:

When one of the largest community colleges in the country
wanted to improve internal and external customer service,
especially with their financial aid department, learning
to handle difficult and angry customers and exceed
expectations helped boost student satisfaction scores
in every measure and on every campus.

1. LISTEN. Allow angry customers to vent by listening carefully.
2. REPEAT and RECORD.

READ THE CASE STUDY

3. ASK what you can do for the customer.
4. PROPOSE a solution.
5. If the customer doesn’t like the solution, PROPOSE ANOTHER!
6. FOLLOW UP.
7. CORRECT the problem.

Remember, never let
the customer lose face.
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TIP #6

Exceed
Expectations
When it comes to customer
service, it’s the little things
that can make a big difference.
Always taking the opportunity to exceed customer expectations
will result in customers speaking highly of your business to others
— one-on-one or via social media channels.
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T IP # 6 : EX C EED E XPE CTAT ION S

Put It Into Action

It Works

Ask your employees to draw four squares and within each
square list the following:

When a state government finance organization wanted
to improve internal customer service between departments,
learning to exceed expectations led to positive increases
in several key areas for employees.

SQUARE #1

SQUARE #2

Think of experiences
you’ve had as a customer
where you were shocked
by getting great service.

Write down how you felt
when your expectations
were exceeded.

SQUARE #3

SQUARE #4

Think of a time
when you exceeded a
customer’s expectations.

Jot down how it
felt to exceed your
customer’s expectations.

READ THE CASE STUDY

Discuss examples from Squares #1 and #2, followed by Squares
#3 and #4.
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CO N C LUS I O N

Make Service
Excellence a
Top Priority
READY TO MAKE SERVICE
EXCELLENCE A TOP PRIORITY
IN YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Contact Moran Consulting today! Visit moraninc.com to learn
more about Service Essentials, our signature customer service
training product, as well as our other consulting services.

PHONE: 1.800.880.0116
EMAIL: service@moraninc.com
WEBSITE: moraninc.com
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